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1 Week 1

1.1 VirtualBox and Ubuntu

The environment for CAAM 420 coursework this year is the Ubuntu operating system, a free, open-source
Linux derivative. The easiest way to access this environment is via a virtual machine, that is, an operating
system emulator that allows you to boot the Ubuntu system without disabling your current OS (Windows,
Mac OS X,...). We will use VirtualBox.

Your first job is to download and install VirtualBox and Ubuntu on your portable computer (laptop,
netbook). See Jesse Chan’s installation guide for a quick overview of the installation process. The vendors
offer much additional information.

Once you’ve got the Ubuntu desktop running on your machine, go to the Dash icon (top of the icon
column on the left of the screen), and click on it. A window with a Search line will pop up; type terminal

into the search line. You will see icons for a Terminal and an XTerm; click on either of these, and your
machine will display another window with something like

ubuntu@ubuntu:~\$

in the upper left hand corner. You have found...

1.2 The Unix Command Line

That’s the beginning of the command line on which you type commands.
You will need to learn the basic Unix commands, to be typed on the command line. These are common

to all versions of Unix, including Linux. [There is a long and very confusing history to this family of
operating systems - officially, Ubuntu is not Linux, which is not Unix - in fact not even Linux (but rather a
modification and/or extension of the “true” Linux, involving the Free Software Foundation’s GNU software
suite). However, all Unix-like operating systems, including the various flavors of Linux and OS-X, share a
basic command structure, and I’ll be sloppy and call them all Unix.]

Unix introduced the command interpreter or shell as a user-level program, so that commands could
be strung together without the use of a specialized job control language as was typical of other operating
systems in use in the early 70’s. There are two flavors of shells, the Bourne shell and its descendents, and the
C shell (deliberate pun) and its descendents. They function in roughly the same way, with some differences
that we will point out later. Both cause the computer to execute a common set of commands typed in a
terminal window, each time you hit return.

1.2.1 Files and Directories

Files and directories are two of the other key concepts. One of the Unix innovations was to recognize that
directories - collections of files - can themselves be regarded as files (of a special type), which opens the door
to recursive construction of hierarchical trees of files.

Here are a few of the key commands:
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• The list command “ls” lists files. Try typing ls on the command line in your current terminal.

ls

• The print working director command pwd reports the current directory in which you are working:

pwd ‘‘print working directory"

• The cd “change directory” command allows you to navigate the hierarchical file system, with levels
separated by the slash (“/”)

• making a new directory;

mkdir (directory path)

Try issuing the command

mkdir foo

ls

• The top level in the file system is “/”. The system will assign you a “home” directory, under which
you will create other (sub)directories to store your files. In Ubuntu, at least as I’ve installed it, the
home directory is called /home/ubuntu - that is, it is a subdirectory of /home. In a shared system (eg.
your department Unix system), your home will typically have the name of your userid. To get to the
subdirectory foo of your home directory that you created in the last item, assuming that the current
working directory is the home directory,

cd foo

ls

(the listing should be empty, as you haven’t put anything in foo). To get to foo from an arbitrary
place, you will need its full path name - which you can see by

pwd

You can go up one level with two dots: thus if you are in foo, in this example, then cd .. will put
you back in your home directory. A single dot “.” refers to the current directory: thus ./foomeans
the same thing as foo - usually. However we will see that there are times when you actually must use
the first form.

• The more command prints out text file foo one page (window) at a time; use the space bar to move
to the next page, “b” to move back, “q” to quit

• ...

The problem with the last item is that we don’t have any text files yet - but we will take care of that problem
shortly.

That’s enough for a few simple exercises. There are a large number of web sites listing and explaining
basic unix commands. Find some using google: the first hit I got was perfectly usable, and there are dozens
of these sites. IT has a quick reference guide available as well. Choose a few, read through them, make some
notes, and start exercising the commands.

1.2.2 The Emacs Text Editor

You typically make a text file using an editor - two of the favorites being emacs and vi. Some people prefer
one, some the other. You may use either, or any other suitable editor (pico is another choice that some
prefer). Your instructor habitually uses emacs for anything serious but resorts to vi to do quick-and-dirty
stuff.

So it will not surprise you that we will use emacs as the default editor in this course. The emacs package
needs to be downloaded and installed. Use the command line package installer to do this, as follows:
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1 sudo apt−get i n s t a l l emacs23

To create a file named bar using emacs, emacs bar Note that the file will be created in whatever directory
the window is in when the command is issued: so if you have previously changed to the directory foo, you
will create foo/bar.

Emacs has a byzantine command structure - see for example this emacs guide. However you can do lots
of damage with just a few commands:

• C-x C-f (meaning “control-x control-f”) - open a file - creates the file if it doesn’t already exist, else
displays its contents for modification

• C-s - find the string of characters you type next, ended by return/enter

• C-d - delete the character under the cursor

• delete key = backspace-delete

• C-k - kill to end of line; store removed material in write buffer

• C-y - yank the material in the write buffer and place it in the text

• C-x C-s - save the file

• C-x C-c - exit emacs

1.2.3 A Horrible Unix Example

Unix in any of its forms is perhaps a more high-wire act than most computing environments in normal use.
Here is a truly ugly example which shows how easily you can create major problems by making minor errors
with simple commands. It is a cautionary tale - before you hit return, look at what you’ve just typed.

To explain the example, I need to introduce a couple more basic commands and use modes. The command
which removes a file from the system is “rm”. If you have a file named foo in your working directory, then
the command

rm foo

gets rid of it. Gone, history, toast. No longer there, in any form. Possibly retrievable by some sort of
emergency surgery, but not in the ordinary course of things. [Note: if you store everything important in a
source control repository, as in the next section, then you can recover not just a file but all of the versions
that you have uploaded to your repository since it was created. Possibly a very good argument for using
such devices...]

Another Unix innovation is the regular expression - a fairly complex idea, to which we will return later. One
simple regular expression component is the wildcard character “*”, which can stand for any other regular
expression. So in particular the shell will interpret “*.c” as any string that ends in “.c”.

Suppose you want to get rid of all files in your home directory having the ending (“suffix”) “.c” (such files
are usually C source files). You might have foo.c, bar.c,...

Instead of typing the remove-file commands one-by-one, that is,

rm foo.c

rm bar.c

you can use the wildcard character:

rm *.c
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will remove any file ending in “.c”. This is a very useful construction, and you’ll see many other instances
of it throughout the course.

Now suppose your thumb slips and hits the space bar - you type instead

rm * .c

with the space between “*” and “.c”. The shell sees (1) “*”, which stands for any character string at all,
and (2) “.c”, which is a “hidden” file with name c (there probably isn’t one). These are separated by white
space (a space - a newline or tab would also be whitespace), so the regular expression rules say that the two
should be treated as two separate regular expressions. Any filename matches the wildcard “*”, according to
the regular expression rules. The “rm” command processes first “*”, for which it substitutes the name of any
file in the directory, and then “.c” (and of course there is no file of that name, even if one originally existed,
since by the time the command gets to this argument all files previously present have been removed).

Net result: you’ve removed all files in your home directory , which is likely not what you intended to do.

It gets worse. There is a recursive version of rm, which descends through all subdirectories, their subdirecto-
ries, etc., removing files according to instruction. If you had used the recursive version of rm in the botched
command above, you would have removed ALL of your files and directories! Unless you had explicitly backed
them up, for instance by using a source control repository, your files are then gone forever, along with all of
the work they represent.

The moral of the story: Unix is like a collection of very sharp power tools - very useful, but careless use can
do a LOT of damage. This course will try to introduce you to programming practices and procedures that
maximize the work accomplished and minimize the chances of catastrophic accidents.

1.3 Homework Turn-in and the Subversion Account

In CAAM 420, you will use subversion to turn in your homework, but also to keep track of the material
you develop for your homework and perhaps more. I hope to convince you that this is a tremendously useful
tool, well worth mastering.

1.3.1 Subversion - source code control system

Subversion (svn, for short - that’s the command line abbrev.) is a source code control system - it will
give you access anywhere on the net to any material you’ve placedits care, in its most up-to-date form as
well as in any previous version you’ve uploaded. You will import project directories into your subversion
repository , and add and modify files in the project directories as you work through the assignments. You
will set up permissions to allow me and the graders to access this material, and we will also place graded
and commented copies there for you to view.

You begin by following the instructions for creating a subversion repository for your caam420 work.

IMPORTANT: Name your repository “CAAM420 (your NetID)”.

EVEN MORE IMPORTANT: You will need to give me (NetID=symes) and the graders (NetIDs to be
announced) read and write permission in your CAAM 420 repository, before the turn-in date of the first
homework. The web page just referenced gives instructions for setting these permissions. I’ll walk you
through this below, after discussing the ways and means.

Many svn clients provide graphical interfaces to manage your repository, but this job can also be done from
the command line. If the directory name is “foo”, then to import the directory into svn, issue the command

svn import foo https://svn.rice.edu/r/(repos. name)/foo -m ‘‘my foo dir"

Note that (1) you need to append the name (foo) of the directory to be added to the repository, after the
name of the repository - otherwise, the files in foo will simply be added to the root directory (top level),
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rather than the directory, and (2) svn requires that a comment be added, by appending -m (to signify that
what follows is a message) followed by double-quoted text (all on one line). These comments are actually
quite useful - more information, rather than less, will prove to be a better choice if you come back to the
material later. Now if you list the contents of your repository:

svn list https://svn.rice.edu/r/(repos. name)

you should see foo and its contents appear in the listing.

You will be working on foo (or whatever) and its contents (files). So you need to check out a copy so that
subversion can keep track of the changes (the first command gets the original out of the way):

mv foo oldfoo

svn checkout https://svn.rice.edu/r/(repos. name)/foo

Now “ls” should show foo (and oldfoo). The command (“list all”)

ls -a foo

will show - besides the original contents of foo - a file named .svn (files whose names begin with “.” don’t
show up with “ls”, but do show up with “ls -a” - try this with your home directory to see what a lot of junk
your environment has put there!).

Suppose that foo contains a file named bar (i.e. foo/bar). Do some editing:

cd foo (edit bar, save it with changes)

Now to have the repository retain the changes you’ve just made to bar, run “svn commit” inside the directory
foo :

svn commit -m ‘‘I made some changes"

[the -m says that the next stuff, in quotes, constitutes the comment you want to attach to this change - this
is necessary, svn forces you to say something every time you commit a change. You can get rid of the -m
business by telling svn to fire up your favorite editor automatically - see the svn docs abouat this.]

You should see a short message telling you that bar has been updated in the repository. If in fact you did
not change bar, then you’ll not see anything.

If you need to make sure that the current copy of bar is up-to-date, or that the local svn information is
up-to-date - for instance, if someone else is also working on the file, or if you have multiple copies of the foo
directory on multiple computers, have been working on one, and now want to work on another - then run
“svn update”. You will get a message telling you that bar has been updated to the version number recorded
internally by svn.

1.3.2 An Example: read/write permissions for your instructor

Listing your repository, as above, should show a directory called rice config. Grab a copy:

svn co https://svn.rice.edu/r/(repos. name)/rice_config

This should place a copy of the rice config in your working directory. cd to it, and invoke an editor on the
access file. If you editor is emacs, your commands would look like this:

cd rice_config

emacs access_file
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NOW, VERY CAREFULLY edit access file as follows:

1. insert these two lines at the top of the file:

[groups]

instructors = symes

2. Below these, you will find a line containing “[/]”, followed by another line containing “(your NetID) =
rw”. Immediately after the second of these lines, insert the line @instructors = rw

3. Now save the file (ctrl-x ctrl-s in emacs, followed by ctrl-x ctrl-c to exit the editor). Once you are back
at your command line, in the rice config directory, check that you have changed the file as desired,
using more: it should look like this:

[groups]

instructors = symes

[/]

(your NetID) = raw

@instructors = rw

[/rice_config]

(your NetID)= rw

* =

If that’s what it looks like, commit the change to the repository:

svn commit -m ’’added instructors group with rw permissions, currently only symes’’

This exercise has accomplished two things: (1) you gone through the check-out, edit, commit cycle that
characterizes repository use, and (2) now I can read your files.

The rice config directory is a working copy , with all info necessary for subversion to interact with it (hint:
do an “ls -a” in it to see the hidden svn directory, then look inside it). To make sure you don’t inadvertantly
mess up the files in rice config, remove it: go to the directory one level up, and remove it using the recursive
option of remove: cd .. rm -r rice_config

This only removes your working copy of rice config - it does not affect the repository master copy. You can
always get at rice config again by checking out another working copy - you’ll need to do this to add the
grader NetIDs to the instructors group, when we know who the graders are.

1.4 Document Typesetting with LATEX

And now for something completely different...

LaTeX is a typesetting system for scientific publication. Based on Donald Knuth’s TeX specification. It’s
different from word processing tools such as Microsoft Word in that

(1) it does not “what you see is what you get” - you enter the source text using any editor, and the LaTeX
compiler turns it into a portable graphical format of some kind, such as pdf;

(2) it does a respectable job of mathematical formulae, and in general a provides far better typography
than Word. While many scientific papers - and even books - are set in Word, TeX variants (LaTeX,
Plain Tex, AMSTex) see increasing use in many fields - in mathematics, TeX is used almost exclusively
since the early 90’s.
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First step: install LaTeX,

1 sudo apt−get i n s t a l l t e x l i v e

Besides the two fine reference books listed in the course bibliography, there are a number of good online
tutorials. I’ll use Getting Started with LaTeX by David R. Wilkins in class.

A couple of things that these resources don’t cover:

• how do you actually turn the nice source file into a viewable document: there are a number of options,
depending on platform. On CLEAR and similar Linux platforms, you are likely to find the pdflatex
command, which takes your filename as argument. I’ve provided a simple tex file which illustrates
many of the points presented in Wilkin’s notes:

lex1.tex

1 \documentclass [ 12 pt ]{ a r t i c l e }
\usepackage { f u l l p a g e }

3

\begin {document}
5

% t h i s i s g e n e r i c s t u f f − p a r t i c u l a r j o u r n a l s w i l l have t h e i r
7 % own s t y l e f i l e s f o r t i t l e s , a d d r e s s e s in f o o t n o t e s , e t c .

9 \ t i t l e {A LaTeX Document}
\ author {William W. Symes}

11

\maket i t l e
13

\begin { abs t r a c t }
15 This i s an abst ract , in f a c t a very abs t r a c t ab s t r a c t . Such e x e r c i s e s

in a b s t r a c t i o n are extremely important , as most o f your r eade r s w i l l
17 read the abs t r a c t f i r s t ( i f indeed they read anything at a l l ! ) .
\end{ abs t r a c t }

19

\ s e c t i o n { In t roduc t i on }
21 The i n t r o d u c t i o n in t roduce s .

23 \ s e c t i o n {Another Sec t i on }
I t should conta in some mater ia l , f o r example a formula :

25 \begin { equat ion }
\ l a b e l {ha}

27 x=y
\end{ equat ion }

29

\begin { equat ion }
31 \ l a b e l {my−eqn}

f (x , k ,\ alpha ) = \ int {−\ infty }ˆ{\ infty } g ( x ) e ˆ{ ikx−\alpha xˆ2} dx ,
33 \end{ equat ion }

and p o s s i b l y some i n l i n e d i s c u s s i o n o f math , l i k e $ f (x , k ,\ alpha )=0$.
35

\ s e c t i o n {Yet Another Sec t i on }
37 The d i s c u s s i o n may r e f e r to prev ious mater ia l , such as equat ion

(\ r e f {my−eqn } ) , and p o s s i b l y even some computer code :
39 \begin {verbatim}
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i n t quad ( double x , double alpha , double k , double (∗ g ) ( double ) ) {
41 i n t i ;

double dx ;
43 i n t nx ;

. . .
45 }
\end{verbatim}

47

\ s e c t i o n {Conclus ion }
49 A bib l i og raphy should fo l l ow , but that ’ s a t o p i c f o r another day .

51 \end{document}

• You can compile it as follows:

$ pdflatex lex1.tex

• The result is lex1.pdf, which you can view with Acrobat Reader in any of its forms.

• A number of integrated text-processing environments exist, and many people are fond of them. I
use TexShop on Macs (get it through Fink), and similar products (mostly free) exist for Linux and
Windows. However the basic combination of (1) an editor, (2) a latex or pdflatex command, and (3)
some kind of viewer for the graphical output files, is still a very viable way to go.

• Several useful abbreviations exist, for example: ... for ..., ... for ....

• Debugging a LaTeX document can be as tedious as other forms of debugging - I will cause a couple of
LaTeX busts in class, of the easier variety.

This week’s homework includes a very simple exercise to get your LaTeX feet wet (does that qualify as
rubber boots?).
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